Livestock movements are critical for the spread of many infectious diseases in animal populations. The use of real livestock data allows for disease spread modeling that incorporates the time-varying contact network and the population demographic. This paper introduces SimInf, an efficient and general framework for stochastic spatio-temporal disease-spread modelling over a temporal network of connected nodes. It integrates withinnode infection dynamics as continuous-time Markov chains and livestock data as scheduled events. The core simulation solver is implemented in C and uses OpenMP to divide work over multiple processors. We provide a technical description of the framework, how to use a built-in model, demonstrate a case study and finally how to extend the framework with a user defined model.
Introduction
Livestock movements are an important transmission route for many infectious diseases and can transfer infectious individuals between holdings over large distances (Danon, Ford, House, Jewell, Keeling, Roberts, Ross, and Vernon 2011) . The livestock movements between holdings can be represented as a temporal network with nodes coupled by directed edges and the time when each edge was active (Holme and Saramäki 2012) . The temporal network of livestock movements forms a complex system with dynamical properties in the topology, connectivity and intensity (Bajardi, Barrat, Natale, Savini, and Colizza 2011; Dutta, Ezanno, and Vergu 2014) . These properties are important for the disease spread (Shirley and Rushton 2005; Büt-tner, Krieter, Traulsen, and Traulsen 2016) . The use of real livestock data allows for disease spread modeling that incorporates the time-varying contact network and the population demographics. It is also desirable to have a framework that allows for a flexible and extendable specification of the disease model to handle indirect or direct transmission routes and various disease states.
In this work, we present an efficient and flexible framework for spatio-temporal disease spread modeling. We have developed a discrete-event simulator, SimInf, that divides work among multiple processors available in standard computers. The model integrates infection dynamics as continuous-time Markov chains and available data such as animal movements, births, slaughter or aging are incorporated as scheduled events. One of our design goal was to make SimInf completely extendable and allow for growth in available models and specialized solvers through contributions from the community. Using compiled C code, rather than interpreted R code, for the transition-rate functions ensures maximum efficiency when simulating the model. To simplify the process of compiling the required C code of the models, the R package configuration automatically include these files for compilation during package installation.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we summarize the mathematical foundation for our framework. Section §3 gives a technical description of the simulation framework. In §4 we illustrate the use of the package by a worked example. Finally, in §5 we demonstrate a realistic large-scale use case which also serve as an explanation of how to extend SimInf with user-defined models.
Epidemiological modeling
In the following section, we give a brief overview of the epidemiological modeling framework employed in SimInf and we refer to (Bauer, Engblom, and Widgren 2016) for further details.
Below we distinguish between local dynamics, that describe the evolution of a single node e.g. a herd, and the global dynamics, which describes the system at network level.
Local dynamics
We describe the state of a single node with a state vector X t = X(t) ∈ Z Nc + , which counts the number of individuals at each of N c compartments at time t. The transitions between compartments are stochastic and described by the transition matrix S ∈ Z Nc×Nt as well as the transition intensity R : Z Nc + → R Nt + , assuming N t different transitions. We can then form a random counting measure µ k (dt) = µ(R k (X(t−)); dt) that is associated with the Poisson process for the kth intensity R k (X(t−), which in turn depends on the state prior to the transition at time t, namely X(t−).
The local dynamics is then described by a stochastic differential equations (SDE) with jumps,
where µ(dt) is a vector measure built up from scalar counting measures µ(dt) = [µ 1 (dt), . . . , µ Nt (dt)] T .
As an example, the transitions between a susceptible and an infected compartment can be modeled as
With a state vector consisting of two compartments X = [S, I] we can then write the transition matrix and intensity vector as
3)
If a transition occurs, the state vector is altered by the transition matrix as 5) assuming that k is the index of the transition that occurred at time t.
Global dynamics
To extend the local dynamics to a network model consisting of N n nodes we first define a state matrix X ∈ Z Nc×Nn + and then extend (2.1) to 6) where i ∈ {1, ..., N n } is the node index.
We then consider N n nodes being the vertices of an undirected graph G with interactions defined in terms of the counting measures ν (i,j) and ν (j,i) . Here ν (i,j) represents the state changes due to an inflow of individuals from node i to node j, and ν (j,i) represents an inflow of individuals from node j to node i, assuming node j being in the connected component C(i) of node i, and vice versa.
The network dynamics is then written as
Cν (i,j) (dt) + j; i∈C(j)
which in combination with (2.6) leads to the overall dynamics
Note that ν (i,j) and ν (j,i) may be equivalently defined for deterministic events given by external data using an equivalent construction in terms of Dirac measures.
This general model can be further extended with continuous state variables that may be affected by both local and global dynamics. Consult Bauer et al. (2016) for further details.
Numerical method
In SimInf, we solve (2.8) by splitting the local update scheme (2.6) from the global update scheme (2.7) and evaluating each scheme individually. As a consequence, the time is discretized as 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · , which is practical as external data has to be incorporated at some finitely resolved time steps. The numerical method can then be written per node i asX
In this scheme, equation (2.9) forms the stochastic step, that is in practice computed by the Gillespie method (Gillespie 1977) . Equation (2.10) is the data step, where externally scheduled events are incorporated. Note that the stochastic step evolves at continuous time increments in the interval [t n , t n+1 ], and the data step operates only on the final stateX at t n+1 . At this point, the simulator may also evaluate a post-time-step function, which triggers additional processing steps, as for example, the update of continuous state variables.
Technical description of the simulation framework
The overall design of SimInf was inspired and partly adapted from the Unstructured Mesh Reaction-Diffusion Master Equation (URDME) framework (Engblom, Ferm, Hellander, and Lötstedt 2009; Drawert, Engblom, and Hellander 2012) . SimInf is a general software framework for data-driven modeling and simulation of stochastic disease-spread in a complex network of connected nodes. In particular, the transition rates and the transition topology are specified using a compiled language C and R matrices, respectively. The overall modular design makes extensions easy to handle and since the simulation engine is written in a compiled language, the efficiency of the simulator is very high.
The SimInf package is available via the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=SimInf and is installed and loaded in R with the following commands R> install.packages("SimInf") R> library(SimInf)
Overview
The SimInf R package uses object oriented programming with S4 classes (Chambers 2008 ) to define objects with logical layers connected by well-defined interfaces for different modeling scenarios. The two S4 classes siminf_model and scheduled_events are central and provide the basis for the flexible framework to perform efficient simulations in compiled C code of builtin or user-defined models. The siminf_model class contains slots (Table 1) to data structures that define the disease-spread model and one slot events associated to a scheduled_events object. The siminf_model object also contains the output trajectory after running the core simulation solver on the disease-spread model. The scheduled_events class contains slots (Table 2) to incorporate and process scheduled events.
All disease-spread models in SimInf contains the S4 class siminf_model. The built-in diseasespread models have a generating function (Chambers 2008) , with the same name as the model, which check parameters and initialize the necessary data structures for that specific model. After the model is initialized, the simulation is started with a call to the run method. To facilitate post-processing and visualization of output data, the built-in models provide several utility functions, for example susceptible, infected, prevalence and plot.
Specification of an epidemiological model
The within-node disease spread model in SimInf is specified as a compartment model with the individuals divided into compartments defined by discrete disease statuses. The model is 
The initial number of individuals in each compartment in every node. Integer matrix
The initial value for the real-valued continuous state. Numeric matrix (N ld × N n ). ldata A numeric matrix with local data specific to each node. The column ldata[, j] contains the local data vector for node j. The local data vector is passed as an argument to the transition rate functions and the post time step function. gdata A numeric vector with global data that is common to all nodes. The global data vector is passed as an argument to the transition rate functions and the post time step function. sd Each node can be assigned to a sub-domain. Integer vector of length N n . events Scheduled events defined by the slots in the S4 class siminf_model (Table 1) . The compartments contains the number of individuals in each of the N c disease states in every N n nodes.
The stochastic step (2.9) contains N t state transitions and is processed using the two slots, S and G. The S slot is the state-change matrix (N c × N t ) that determines how to change the number of individuals in the compartments of a node when the j th state transition occurs, where 1 ≤ j ≤ N t . Each row corresponds to one compartment and each column to a state transition. Let u[, i] be the number of individuals in each compartment in node i at time t i . To move simulation time forward in node i to t i = t i + τ i , the vector u[, i] is updated according to the j th transition by adding the state-change vector S[, j] to u[, i]. After updating u[, i], the transition rates must be recalculated to obtain the time to the next event. However, a state transition might not need all transition rates to be recalculated. The dependency graph G is a matrix (N t × N t ) that determines which transition rate that needs to be recalculated. A non-zero entry in element G [k, j] indicates that transition rate k needs to be recalculated if the j th state transition occurs, where 1 ≤ k ≤ N t . 
Specification of scheduled events
Model-specific data passed to the transition-rate functions and the post time-step function are stored in the three slots: ldata, gdata and sd in the siminf_model object. The ldata matrix holds local data for each node where ldata [, i ] is the data vector for node i. Data that is global i.e. shared between nodes, is stored in the gdata vector. Finally, the slot sd is an integer vector of length N n that enables nodes to be grouped into sub-domains, where sd[i] is the sub-domain for node i. One could for example group nodes into different herd-types when modelling disease spread in a cattle population.
The events slot in the siminf_model holds data to process the scheduled events, further described in §3.3.
During simulation of one trajectory, the state of the system is written to the two matrices U and V. This happens at each occasion the simulation time passes a time point in tspan, a vector of increasing time points. The first and last element in tspan determines the start-and end-point of the simulation. number of rows per node is determined by the number of continuous state variables in that specific model. The initial state in each node is specified by the two matrices u0 and v0 where u0 [, i ] is the initial number of individuals in each compartment at node i and v0 [, i ] is the initial continuous state in node i.
The scheduled events are used to modify the discrete state of individuals in a node at a pre-defined time t. There are four different types of events; enter, internal transfer, external transfer and exit. The enter event, adds individuals to a node e.g. due to births. The internal transfer event changes the number of individuals in the compartments within one node e.g. aging of individuals in a model with several age compartments or vaccination to move individuals to a vaccinated compartment. The external transfer event moves individuals from compartments in one node to compartments in a destination node. Finally, the exit event removes individuals from a node e.g. due to slaughter. The event types are classified into those that operate on the compartments of a single node E 1 = {enter, internal transfer, exit} and those that operate on the compartments of two nodes E 2 = {external transfer }. The parallel algorithm processes these two classes of events differently. The scheduled events are processed when simulation time reaches the time for any of the events. Events that are scheduled at the same time are processed in the following order: exit, enter, internal transfer and external transfer.
The S4 class scheduled_events contains slots with data structures to process events (Table 2). The slots event, time, node, dest, n, proportion, select and shift, are vectors of equal length. These vectors hold data to process one event: e, where 1 < e ≤ length(event). Processing of an internal transfer event See Figure 3 for an illustration of a scheduled internal transfer event.
Processing of an external transfer event 
Figure 1: Illustration of a scheduled exit event (event = 0) in the SISe3 model at time = 4. The removal of one individual in the third age category {S 3 , I 3 } from node 14. Interpreting the figure from left to right: i) A single row of the event data operating on node 14. ii) u [, 14 ] is the current state of node 14; E [, 6 ] is the 6 th column in the select matrix that determines which compartments (age categories) that are eligible for sampling.
iii) The operation of randomly sampling one individual (n = 1) to move from the compartments selected in step ii. iv) The resultant state of node 14 after subtracting the sampled individual in step iii from node 14. † dest and § shift are not used in a scheduled exit event. ‡ proportion is not used when n > 0.
is performed in the same way as for an internal transfer event. are not used when processing an exit event. See Figure 1 for an illustration of a scheduled exit event.
Core simulation solver
The SimInf package uses the ability to interface compiled code from R Chambers (2008) . The solver is implemented in the compiled language C ( Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) and is called from R using the .Call() interface (Chambers 2008 
Function pointers
The flexibility of the solver is partly achieved by using function pointers (Kernighan and Ritchie 1988) . A function pointer is a variable that stores the address of a function that can be used to invoke the function. This provides a simple way to incorporate model specific functionality into the solver. A model must define one transition rate function for each state transition in the model. These functions are called by the solver to calculate the transition rate for each state transition in each node. The output from the transition rate function depends only on the state of the system at the current time. However, the output is unique to a model and data are for that reason passed on to the function for the calculation. Furthermore, a The transition rate function is defined by the data type TRFun and the post time step function by the data type PTSFun. These data types are defined in the header file 'src/siminf.h' and shown below. The arguments v_new, u, v, ldata, gdata, node, t and sd of the functions are described in Table 3 .
typedef double ( * TRFun ) ( const i n t * u , const double * v , const double * l d a t a , const double * gdata , double t , i n t sd ) ; typedef i n t ( * PTSFun ) ( double * v new , const i n t * u , const double * v , const double * l d a t a , const double * gdata , i n t node , double t , i n t sd ) ;
Overview of the solver
Here follows an overview of the steps in the solver to run one trajectory, see Algorithm 1 for pseudo-code and 'src/core/siminf_solver.c' for the source code. The simulation starts with a call to the run method with the model as the first argument and optionally the number of threads and the seed. This method will first call the validity method on the is the current state of node 14; E [, 4 ] is the 4 th column in the select matrix that determines which compartments (age categories) that are eligible for sampling. iii) The operation of randomly sampling three individuals (n = 3) to age from the compartments selected in step ii. iv) The shift operation applies the shift specified in column 1 of the shift matrix (N) to the individuals sampled in step iii. v) The resultant state of node 14 after subtracting the sampled individuals in step iii and adding the individuals after the shift operation in step iv. † dest is not used in internal transfers. ‡ proportion is not used when n > 0. model to perform error-checking and then call a model specific C function to initialize the function pointers to the transition rate functions and the post time step function of the model. Subsequently, the simulation solver is called to run one trajectory using the model specific data, the transition rate functions, and the post time step function.
The solver simulates the trajectory in parallel if OpenMP is available. The default is to use all available threads. However, the user can specify the number of threads to use. The solver divides data for the N n nodes and the E 1 events over the number threads. All E1 events that affect node i is processed in the same thread as node i is simulated in. The E 2 events are processed in the main thread.
The solver runs the continuous-time Markov chain for each node i. For every time step τ i , the count in the compartments at node i is updated according to the state transition that occured ( §3.2). The time to the next event is computed, after recalculating affected transition rate functions ( §3.2). When simulated time reaches the next day in node i the E 1 events are processed for that node ( §3.3). The E 2 events are processed when all nodes reaches the next day ( §3.3). Thereafter, the post time step function is called to allow the model to incorporate model specific actions. When simulated time passes the next time in tspan, the count of the compartments and the continuous state variables are written to U and V.
Illustration: the SISe3 model
This section illustrates the specification of the SISe3 model, which is built into the SimInf package. This model contains the two compartments susceptible (S) and infected (I) divided into the three age categories j = {1, 2, 3} and the local environmental compartment (e) ] is the 6 th column in the select matrix that determines which compartments (age categories) that are eligible for sampling.
iii) The operation of randomly sampling one individual (n = 1) to move from the compartments selected in step ii. iv) The resultant state of node 14 and destination node 23 after subtracting the sampled individuals in step iii from node 14 and adding them to destination node 23. † shift can be used in a scheduled external transfer event, see Figure 6 . ‡ proportion is not used when n > 0.
contaminated with free living pathogens (Figure 2 ). The transmission route of infection to susceptible individuals is indirect via the local environment, contaminated by infected individuals. The number of individuals in each of the six compartments {S 1 , I 1 , S 2 , I 2 , S 3 , I 3 } in node i at time t is u[, i]. The SISe3 model has two state transitions within each of the three age categories,
The state transition from susceptible to infected depends on the concentration of the environmental contamination ϕ i (t) of the pathogen in node i and the indirect transmission rate υ j . The state transition from infected to susceptible depends on the recovery rate δ j ,
2)
Finally, the environmental infectious pressure is evolved by 
Figure 5: Illustration of a scheduled enter event (event = 1) in the SISe3 model at time = 4. Add three susceptible individuals to the first age category {S 1 } in node 14. Interpreting the figure from left to right: i) A single row of the event data operating on node 14. ii) u [, 14 ] is the current state of node 14. iii) E[, 1] is the first column in the select matrix that determines which compartments (age categories) the new individuals are added. iv) The resultant state of node 14 after adding the individuals in step iii. † dest, ‡ proportion and § shift are not used in a scheduled enter event.
The constant α is the average shedding rate of the pathogen to the environment per infected individual. The decay and removal of the pathogen is captured by β, which is allowed to vary with time. It is also possible to include a small background source ε for the infectious pressure. The value of the environmental infectious pressure ϕ i (t) in each node is saved to the V matrix at the time-points specified by tspan.
To illustrate the stochastic step (2.9), consider that the number of individuals in each compartment in node i u[, i] at time t is {12, 3, 63, 14, 92, 2} and that the time to the next state transition is τ i . Furthermore, assume that the next state transition is infected to susceptible in the first age category. This corresponds to the second column in the state change matrix S. Thus, updating the compartments corresponds to adding S[, 2] to u[, i], which gives {13, 2, 63, 14, 92, 2}. This also implies that the transition rates for the two transitions S i,1 → I i,1 and I i,1 → S i,1 must be recalculated according to G[, 2]. 
Specification of scheduled events in the SISe3 model
The select matrix E and the shift matrix N in the SISe3 model are specified to handle births, imports, ageing, moving and exits of individuals ( iii) The operation of randomly sampling three individuals (n = 3) to move from the compartments selected in step ii. iv) The shift operation applies the shift specified in column 2 of the shift matrix (N) to the individuals sampled in step iii. v) The resultant state of node 14 and destination node 23 after subtracting the sampled individuals in step iii from node 14 and adding them to the destination node 23 after the shift operation in step iv. ‡ proportion is not used when n > 0.
three states are selected with the columns 1, 2 and 3 in E. The columns 4, 5 and 6 in E are used to sample individuals from the susceptible and infected states of the three ages catgories. To move the sampled individuals in a internal transfer event from age category 1 to age category 2, the susceptible and infected states should shift two steps to the corresponding state in age category 2, as specified in N[, 1] In the same way, N[, 2] move susceptible and infected individuals in age category 2 to age category 3. 
C code for the SISe3 model
The C code for the SISe3 model is defined in the source file 'src/models/SISe3.c'. This The distribution of the synthetic scheduled events dataset events_SISe3, that is ditributed with the SimInf package. The enter event, adds individuals to a node. The internal transfer event, changes the number of individuals in the compartments within one node. The external transfer event, moves individuals from compartments in one node to compartments in a destination node. Finally, the exit event removes individuals from a node.
file contains the SISe3_run function to initialize the core solver (Listing 1 in the appendix), the transition rate functions (Listing 2 in the appendix) and the post time step function to update the local environmental infectious pressure ϕ (Listing 3 in the appendix).
Case study
In this section we will demonstrate how to construct and use several of the models built into the SimInf package. We start with the SISe3 model using synthetic cattle event and population data contained in the package. The data includes the initial population divided into three age categories (0 ≤ age 1 < 120, 120 ≤ age 2 < 365 and age 3 ≥ 365 days) in 1600 nodes and scheduled events over 4 × 365 days. The movements between nodes are random. The two datasets are loaded with
We construct a SISe3 model object with initially infected (contaminated with ϕ = 1) nodes randomly selected within the 1600 nodes with a probability equal to 0.01. where the parameters are chosen such that the prevalence of infected animals have a seasonal pattern and increases over time. The tspan is chosen to output the state of the trajectory every 7 th day. The model can be summarized with the summary method, which displays the model name, the number of nodes N n , the number of compartments N c , the number of transitions N t , the total number of scheduled events and information regarding each event type. If the model has not yet been run, the size of U and V is 0 x 0. Furthermore, we can display the distribution of the scheduled events over time. 365 <= Age days Figure 9 : The population dynamics after running one trajectory over 4 × 365 days of the SISe3 model using the scheduled events data contained in the SimInf package. Please note that the y-axis do not start at zero and have different scales.
R> summary(model) R> plot(model@events)
The scheduled events shows a clear seasonal trends in all four event types ( Figure 7) . Lets run one trajectory of the model and use the utility methods infected, sussceptible and prevalence to explore the results in the U matrix. Begin with the within-node prevalence of infected individuals in twelve nodes that were infected at some time point (Figure 8 ).
R> library(lattice) R> result <-run(model, seed = 321) R> wnp <-prevalence(result, wnp = TRUE) R> wnp <-wnp[which(rowSums(wnp) > 0) [1:12] , ] R> wnp <-data.frame(Node = factor(paste0("Node: ", 1:12), + levels = paste0("Node: ", 1:12)), + Days = rep(result@tspan, each = 12), + Prevalence = as.numeric(wnp)) R> xyplot(Prevalence~Days | Node, data = wnp, + type = "l", col = "black", layout = c(6, 2))
We can also explore the population dynamics from the data in the U matrix. The susceptible and infected methods take an age argument that can be used to determine the population size by age category (Figure 9 ).
R> population <-data.frame( + Individuals = + c(colSums(susceptible(result, age = 1) + + infected(result, age = 1)), + colSums(susceptible(result, age = 2) + Figure 10: The within-node prevalence dynamics at evenly spaced time points after running one trajectory of the SISe3 model over 4×365 days using the scheduled events data contained in the SimInf package. Disease-spread between nodes is only by animal movements between nodes. Each node represents one cell in a grid of size 40 × 40.
+ infected(result, age = 2)), + colSums(susceptible(result, age = 3) + + infected(result, age = 3))), + Days = rep(result@tspan, 3), + Age = c(rep("0 <= Age < 120 days", length(result@tspan)), + rep("120 <= Age < 356 days", length(result@tspan)), + rep("365 <= Age days", length(result@tspan)))) R> xyplot(Individuals~Days | Age, data = population, type = "l", + col = "black", scales = list(relation="free"), + layout = c(1, 3))
By using the animation package, the within-node prevalence over time can be animated and displayed in a browser where each node represents one cell in a grid of size 40 × 40. Figure 10 illustrates the static representation of the animation.
R> library(animation) R> wnp <-prevalence(result, wnp = TRUE) R> saveHTML({ + day <-0 + apply(wnp, 2, function(x) { + dim(x) <-rep(sqrt(length(x)), 2) + print(levelplot(x, at = seq(0, 1, length.out = 255), + col.regions = c("#FFFFFF", Figure 11: The within-node prevalence dynamics at evenly spaced time points after running one trajectory of the SISe3_sp model over 4 × 365 days using the scheduled events data contained in the SimInf package. Disease-spread between nodes is both by local spread and by animal movements between nodes. Each node represents one cell in a grid of size 40 × 40.
+ colorRampPalette(c("blue", "yellow", "red"))(255)), + main = paste0("Day: ", day))) + day <<-day + 7 + ani.pause()
Let us compare the disease spread with the SISe3_sp model that also includes local spread among proximal nodes. This model includes diffusion of the local environmental infectious pressure (ϕ i ) in node i among its proximal neighbors
where r ij is the distance between node i and j. This model requires the distances between nodes. We can use the distance_matrix method that takes the x and y coordinate of each node and a cutoff, which is the maximum distance between two nodes to consider. If we assume that the nodes are evenly distributed 100m apart then Figure 11 shows the output from the following R> nodes <-expand.grid(x = (seq_len(40) -1) * 100, + y = (seq_len(40) -1) * 100) R> m <-distance_matrix(x = nodes$x, y = nodes$y, cutoff = 500) We would also like to explore the effect on the disease-spread when considering local spread only. However, removing all the external transfer events could potentially set a node in a state where the other event types cannot be handled due to too few animals in the node. Another approach to solve this is to shift all infected animals to the susceptible state during an external transfer event so that infection is not tranfered, even though an animal is moved. We can achieve this by adding one column to the shift matrix N and use that column in the external transfer events. Figure 12 shows the result R> model@events@N <-cbind(model@events@N, + "3" = c(0L, -1L, 0L, -1L, 0L, -1L)) R> i <-which(model@events@event == 3) R> model@events@shift[i] <-3L R> result <-run(model, seed = 321)
In a final example, we will demonstrate how to use the run_outer method to run a model and scale specified gdata model parameters over a range of values. The first two arguments x and y scales the initial parameter values in the model with the parameters specified on the left and right hand side of the formula argument, before calling a user specified method with the updated model. We will use the built-in SISe model for this example. The SISe model is similar to the SISe3 model, but without age categories. We will explore the average contamination of the pathogen (ϕ) in a trajectory with 1000 nodes, where all individuals are initially infected. In this example we run the model without any scheduled events and therefore no disease-spread between nodes. We initialize the model with 100 individuals in each node and use a tspan that outputs the state of the trajectory at time 0 and then at evenly spaced time points from 500 to 1500. We discard the first time point when calculating the average ϕ. Figure 13 shows the result of the following. 
Extending SimInf: new models
One of the design goals of SimInf was to make it extendable. This section desribes the relevant steps to add the R and C code for a new model. The current design of SimInf requires that the new model is added inside the SimInf package. To build and install the extended source package, you will first need to install the neccessary tools e.g. a compiler. The 'Writing R extensions' (https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/r-release/ R-exts.html) manual is the official guide and describes in detail the process of creating R add-on packages. Another useful resource is the 'R packages' book by Wickham (2015) (http://r-pkgs.had.co.nz/). You also need to download the SimInf source code, either the latest release from https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SimInf/index.html or the development version from https://github.com/stewid/SimInf.
We suggest to first draw a schematic representation of the model that includes all compartments and arrows for all state transitions and scheduled events, see for example Figure 2 . List the compartments in the order they should appear in the U matrix and in the transition rate functions. Then identify and list the state transitions that are modelled with the Gillespie algorithm and define the S matrix. Next, the dependency graph must be specified and perhaps the following is the easiest way to specify G G <-as(Matrix(rep(1, Nc * Nt), Nc, Nt), "dgCMatrix")
This will recalculate all state transition rates after every state transition that occur, which causes the code to run slower. However, this is guaranteed to be correct and can be useful during development of a new model. The final step of the Gillespie part is to list the parameters that are either local (ldata) to each node or shared (gdata) between all nodes.
If the model should handle scheduled events, E must be specified to select the sub-set of compartments involved in each specific event. Furthermore, if one of the events is an internal transfer event, N must be specified to shift individuals between compartments within one holding. On the other hand if the model does not need to handle scheduled events, E, N and events should all be NULL.
Consider that the new model is called XYZ. The C code for the XYZ model belongs to the file 'src/models/XYZ.c' which is automatically compiled when installing the package. This file defines one function for each state transition, the post time step function and the model specific run function XYZ_run. The header file 'siminf.h' contains the neccessary definitions and declarations for these functions and should be included. The XYZ_run function is the interface from R to the core solver in C and must be named with '_run' appended to the model name. This function should list all function pointers to the transition rate functions in a vector in the order the state transitions appear in the dependency graph G, see Listing 1 in the appendix for an example from the SISe3 model and the use of the address of operator '&' to obtain the address of a function. The XYZ_run function must return the result from the call to the core solver with siminf_run. The arguments to siminf_run are the arguments passed to the XYZ_run function plus the vector of function pointers to the transition rate functions and the function pointer to the post time step function. To facilitate extraction of specific values from the data structures passed as arguments to the transition rate functions and the post time step function, we recommend using enumeration declarations to name the values, see e.g. Listing 2 in the appendix.
Create the file 'R/XYZ.R' for the R code that define the S4 class XYZ that contains the siminf_model and a generating function to create a new object of the XYZ model.
##
The 'XYZ' model class definition. setClass("XYZ", contains = c("siminf_model")) ## Method to create a new 'XYZ' model. XYZ <-function(arguments) { ## Add code to intialize the model specific data ## from the arguments to the method and create the ## siminf_model with the model specific data. model <-siminf_model(G = G, S = S, E = E, N = N, tspan = tspan, events = events, ldata = ldata, gdata = gdata, u0 = u0, v0 = v0) ## Coerce the siminf_model to a 'XYZ' class object. return(as(model, "XYZ")) } The final step is to add the file 'XYZ.R' to the collate field in the DESCRIPTION file and exporting the XYZ class and the generating method by adding the following two lines to the NAMESPACE file
exportClasses(XYZ) export(XYZ)
The extended SimInf source package can now be built and installed from the terminal $ R CMD INSTALL SimInf
Conclusion
This paper introduces the R package SimInf, which supports data-driven simulations of disease spread over spatio-temporal networks. The package offers a very efficient and highly flexible tool to incorporate real data in simulations at realistic scales.
Future efforts will be concentrated on a software development driven predominantly by actual use cases.
Appendix
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the core simulation solver 1: Run trajectory: Dispatch to model specific run method. Compute transition rates for all transitions ω i,j , j = 1, . . . , N t .
5:
Compute sum of transition rates λ i = Nt j=1 ω i,j
6:
Sample time to next stochastic event t i = −log(rand)/λ i where rand is a uniformly distributed random number in the range (0, 1) 7: end for 8: while t < T End do 9:
for all nodes i=1 to N n do in parallel 10: while t i < T Next day do
11:
Determine which state transition happened; by inversion, find n such that n−1 j=1 ω i,j < λ rand ≤ n j=1 ω i,j where rand is a uniformly distributed random number in the range (0, 1)
12:
Update the compartments u[, i] using the state-change vector S[, n]
13:
Use the dependency graph G[, n] to recalculate affected transition rates ω i,j
14:
15:
Sample time to next stochastic event τ i = −log(rand)/λ i where rand is a uniformly distributed random number in the range (0, 1) for all nodes i=1 to N n do in parallel TRFun t r f u n [ ] = {& S I S e 3 S 1 t o I 1 , &S I S e 3 I 1 t o S 1 , &S I S e 3 S 2 t o I 2 , &S I S e 3 I 2 t o S 2 , &S I S e 3 S 3 t o I 3 , &S I S e 3 I 3 t o S 3 } ; return s i m i n f r u n ( model , t h r e a d s , seed , t r f u n , &S I S e 3 p o s t t i m e s t e p ) ; }
